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Every child has its own perspectives on his surroundings. There is no such thing as standard to be followed in terms on acquiring knowledge. There could never be one methodology that can be applied for all the students in one classroom nor in a slum area where knowledge can possibly be obtain too.

It is not that hard to see the differences within a regular classroom set up. There were chances that we can identify our every student’s weaknesses and strengths. We have all the resources like their artworks, the written outputs, their logical reasoning and even the games they play. It’s not about their age that should we consider most rather it’s their readiness instead. There are young learners who excel better. You could say its their privilege having all the materials at home like a full package of a computer set with internet connection, advance home study or even clinic sessions on their sports and arts. There are also the ones that who learned well on the real battleground of life; on the streets. We cannot even count in a small quantity; most, best things were taken from here too. Among our learners who got those advantages, we should not forget, we still have those who were always quiet, sitting and eating alone for they could find their peace and life there. There could only be silence in their own space but for them it is so much room for their advances and stillness. It is their own way of experiencing paradise and taking lessons without being disturbed.

See, there is no such limitation in swotting, not even necessarily set a standard for it. What may be the essential part of the educators here? Deal with it in their terms, according to their readiness, not in our own terms, not in our own discipline to insist. Before we could empty out our learners let us start refreshing ourselves first. Let us stop
for a while before we exhaust them, before we could lose their interests. Let us bend a little to these learners of this 21st century. We are not throwing out what we had from our own teachers before; it is just that we are being innovative and adaptive of the changes that our community is merely facing. In addition, it is undeniably happening to the whole world, not just here in our own place. Moreover, we can be more productive with this. Changes are not that bad at all; we can say that.
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